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This articleinvestigatesthe possibility,raised by Perronand by Rappoportand Reichlin,that
aggregate economictime series can be characterizedas being stationaryaroundbrokentrend
lines. Unlikethose authors,we treatthe breakdate as unknowna priori.Asymptoticdistributions
are developed for recursive,rolling,and sequentialtests for unitroots and/orchangingcoefficients in time series regressions. The recursiveand rollingtests are based on changingsubsamples of the data.Thesequentialstatisticsare computedusingthe fulldataset anda sequence
of regressors indexed by a "break"date. When appliedto data on real postwaroutputfrom
seven Organizationfor EconomicCooperationand Developmentcountries,these techniques
failto rejectthe unit-roothypothesisforfive countries(includingthe UnitedStates) butsuggest
stationarityarounda shiftedtrendfor Japan.
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There is a large literature on the persistence exhibited
by aggregate output, in particular whether output is well
characterized as containing a unit autoregressive root.
One alternative to the unit-root (or integrated) model,
suggested by Perron (1989) and Rappoport and Reichlin (1989), is that log output (y,) is stationary around a
deterministic time trend that has one slope in an initial
fraction of the sample and, later, a different slope. Using quarterly data for the postwar United States, Perron
(1989) presented evidence against the unit-root null in
favor of this trend-shift alternative when the trend shift
is associated with the first oil-price shock. Evans (1989)
and Perron (1990a) suggested the related model in which
there is a shift in the intercept, in Perron's case possibly
in conjunction with a shift in the slope of the deterministic trend.
These models and empirical findings are important
for four reasons. First, as Perron emphasized, if the
stationary/trend-shift model is correct, then studies such
as Cochrane's (1988) and Cogley's (1990) have attributed too much persistence to innovations in gross national product, and conventional unit-root test statistics
as used by Nelson and Plosser (1982) will incorrectly
fail to reject the unit-root null. Second, in the spirit of
Harvey (1985) and Watson (1986), this provides a parsimonious model for a slowly changing trend compo-

nent of output that might be useful as data description.
Interpreted literally, the single-shift/deterministic-trend
model has little economic appeal, but interpreted more
broadly it can be thought of as a metaphor for there
being a few large events that determine the growth path
of output over a decade or two-in the United States,
the Depression or, later, the productivity slowdown.
Once these decade-shaping events are taken into account, output exhibits business-cycle properties in the
sense of mean-reversion over business-cycle horizons.
Third, current empirical research relies heavily on techniques built on the integrated/stationary classification
of time series: If series that are stationary with breaking
trends are incorrectly classified as integrated, incorrect
inferences can follow. Fourth, if the stationary/breakingtrend model fits many time series better than the integrated model, then the empirical relevance of the
growing literature in theoretical econometrics on unit
roots and cointegration is brought into question.
The empirical focus of this article is on international
patterns of persistence and possible permanent shifts in
growth trends. We are, however, persuaded by Christiano's (1988) argument that the date of the break ought
not be treated as known-Perron's (1989, 1990a) approach-but rather should be treated as unknown a
priori. After all, the hypothesis that there might have
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been a break in the U.S. output process arounddate
of the first oil shock has intuitive appeal preciselybecausewe know,beforeperformingformaltestsforbreaks,
thatthis majorevent was followedby a periodof slower
growth. This articlethereforestartswith the presumption that, if there is a break, its date is not known a
prioribut ratheris gleaned from the data.
The literatureon persistenceof output includesseveral internationalcomparisons(Campbelland Mankiw
1989;Clark1989;Cogley 1990;Kormendiand Meguire
1990). These are based on standardfull-sampletechniques ratherthan proceduresthat explicitlyallow for
changingcoefficientsand thus leave unansweredsome
intriguingquestions.Once the breakpoint is treatedas
unknowna priori, is there evidence of a break in the
driftof output?Is output stationaryarounda changing
deterministictrend?If so, is thispatternconsistentacross
countries,or is it idiosyncraticto specificcountries?In
particular,if there are identifiedbreaks,are they associatedwith the productivityslowdownof the mid-1970s,
and do they have the same timingacrosscountries?
Our two objectives are first to develop econometric
techniques(and the associateddistributiontheory) appropriatefor answeringthese questionsand second to
apply these techniquesto internationaldata on output
(real gross nationalproductor gross domesticproduct)
for seven Organizationfor EconomicCooperationand
Developmentcountries.Once the breakpointis treated
as unknown, the usual distributiontheory-which is
conditionalon a nonrandomknownbreakpoint-does
not apply. The approachtaken in this articleis to develop a distributiontheoryfor a series of statisticsevaluatedover a rangeof possiblebreakdates. Thispermits
analyzingthe distributionof continuousfunctionalsof
these statistics-for example, the maximumof the sequence of unit-roottest statistics,one for each possible
break date. Christiano(1988) and Evans (1989) recognized the nonstandardnature of these distributions
and used numericalsimulationsto examineextremaof
sequences of test statistics.
The methodologicalcontributionof this article is to
provide an asymptoticdistributiontheory for statistics
pertainingto the shifting-root/shifting-trend
hypotheses.
Three classes of statistics are considered-recursive,
rolling, and sequential. Recursive statistics are com-

puted using subsamples t = 1, . . ., k, for k = ko,

. . ., T, where ko is a start-upvalue and T is the size
of the full sample. Rollingstatisticsare computedusing
subsamplesthat are a constant fraction 80 of the full
sample,rollingthroughthe sample.Sequentialstatistics
are computedusingthe full sample, sequentiallyincrementingthe date of the hypotheticalbreak (or shift).
Recursiveand rollingstatisticshave been historically
importanttools in the econometricanalysisof time seresultshave been
ries, even thoughformaldistributional
limited. The term "recursive"derives from Brown,
Durbin, and Evans's (1975) treatmentof recursiveestimation. Some recursivetechniquesare currentlyim-

plemented in Hendry's (1987) statisticalpackage PCGIVE; also see Dufour (1982). A leading example of
the use of recursivestatisticsis Hendryand Ericsson's
(1991) use of plots of recursivecoefficient estimates
(theirfigs. 5, 9, 10, and 13)to arguethatone of Friedman
and Schwartz's(1982) money-demandequationsis unstable and to supportan improvedspecification.A second application,more closely related to the empirical
problem considered here, is DeLong and Summers's
(1988) study of whether U.S. output was more persistent afterWorldWarII than before the Depression.In
particular,they examinedwhethera stationaryroot later
changed to a unit root by estimatingthe largest roots
of outputfor variouscountriesin these subsamples(their
table 2). Because Delong and Summers'ssubsample
dates were determinedfrom historicalevidence, their
breakdates, like Perron's,are arguablybest thoughtof
as datadependent.In bothHendryandEricsson's(1991)
and DeLong and Summers's(1988) applications,inference was performedwithout the guidanceof a formal
distributiontheoryfor the relevantrecursiveandrolling
statistics.One solutionin Delong andSummers's(1988)
applicationis to computea full set of recursiveor rolling
unit-rootstatisticsand to apply the asymptotictheory
developedhere, as was done by Banerjee,Dolado, and
Galbraith(1990).
The main sequentialstatisticof interest here is the
Perron(1989)/Rappoport-Reichlin
(1989) unit-roottest
with a trend shift at date k, computedsequentiallyfor
k = ko, . .. , T - k0, where ko allows for trimming

the initial and final parts of the sample. Another sequentialstatisticthat will prove useful in our empirical
analysisis Quandt's(1960)likelihood-ratio
statistic,which
entails computingthe sequence of likelihood-ratiostatistics testing for a break in at least one of the coefficients and then taking the maximum.These statistics
are shownto have naturalrepresentationsas stochastic
processesdefined on the unit interval,and their limiting distributionsare characterizedby functionals of
Wiener processes. These results extend related work
by McCabe and Harrison (1980), Sen (1980, 1982),
Dufour (1982), James, James, and Siegmund(1987),
Kramer, Ploberger, and Alt (1988), and Ploberger,
Kramer,and Kontrus(1989). Our primaryextensionis
to the case of a unit root in the regressorsand to recursive,rolling,and sequentialtests for unit roots. Our
theoretical results on sequential Dickey-Fuller tests
parallelthose obtainedindependentlyin closely related
work by Zivot and Andrews (1992).
These techniquesare appliedto data on postwarreal
outputfor Canada,France,Germany,Italy, Japan,the
United Kingdom, and the United States. In only one
case (Japan)is the unit-roothypothesisrejectedin favor
of the trend-shifthypothesis. We also investigatethe
possibilitythat output has a unit root, but that its drift
(or mean growth rate) changed at an unknown date
over this period. This broken drift could proxy for a
permanentshift in technologicalprogressor for some

andStock:Unit-Root
andTrend-Break
Tests
Banerjee,Lumsdaine,

broaderproductivityslowdown. In three of the seven
countries, output appears to be well characterizedas
havinga unit root with a driftthatfell in the early1970s.
The recursiveand sequentialstatisticsare described,
and their asymptoticpropertiesstudied, in Sections 1
and 2. Criticalvalues and a Monte Carlo experiment
are presented in Section 3. The empiricalresults are
presentedin Section4, and conclusionsare summarized
in Section 5.
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define the scaling matrix YT = diag (T1/2I, T1'2, T,

T3/2),partitionedconformablywith Zt and 0. Let lp

denote the covariance matrix of Ayt, . . ., Aytp, so

EZZt' = flp. Moreover,supposethat observationson

Ys (s = -p, . . ., 0) exist so that Zo is well defined.

The recursiveOLS estimatorof the coefficientvector

is

/IT]

0(8)==

zi,

ztZ;.
-S

1. RECURSIVEAND ROLLINGTEST
STATISTICS

\

/lT8l

0 < 0o- 8 - 1.

(3)

The primaryfocus of this section is the behaviorof
sequences of Dickey-Fuller (1979) t tests for a unit
root, althoughthe resultsare more generalin that some
specialize to stationarytime series as well. The observations on y, are assumedto be generatedby

Thus

Model I: Yt = to + flt + ay,_-

rolling,and sequentialstatistics,respectively.)Thus (3)
and (4), respectively, provide representationsof the
recursiveleast squaresestimatorandits scaleddeviation
from 6 as randomelements of D[0,1].
There are analogousexpressionsfor a generalrecursivelycomputedWaldstatisticandforthe Dickey- Fuller
(DF) t statistictestingthe hypothesisthata = 1. Suppose
that the Wald statistictests the q hypotheses RO = r,
where withoutloss of generalitythe hypothesesare ordered so that R is upper block triangularwhen partitioned conformablywith 0; that is, the first restrictions

+ 8(L)Ay,_1 +

t = 1, ...,

t,

T,

(1)

where P(L) is a lag polynomial of known order p with
the roots of 1 - P(L)L outside the unit circle. Under
the null hypothesis, a = 1 and A1 = 0. The errors are

assumedto satisfythe following assumption:
AssumptionA: e, is a martingaledifferencesequence
and satisfies E(e|1et_1,. . .) = 2,E(IEtit-_1, . . ) =
for
Ki(i = 3, 4), and suptE(l,14+lt,_1, . .) = K <
some y > 0.

When(1) is estimatedby ordinaryleastsquares(OLS)
without restrictionson t0, /i1, or a (i.e., when Yt is
regressed on 1, t, y,- 1, Ay,1,

.

.. , Ayt-p), the t statistic

testing a = 1 is the standardDickey-Fuller (1979) T,
test for a unitroot againsta trend-stationaryalternative.
In this section, we extend this Dickey-Fuller t test
to the recursivecase; that is, we considerthe time series
of recursivelycomputedestimatorsand t statistics.Because of the unit root under the null hypothesis, it is
convenient to define transformedregressorsZ, and a
transformedparameter vector 0 so that (1) can be
rewritten
Yt = O'Zt-1 + -t,

(2)

where Z, = [ZI' Z2 Z3 Z4]', where Z4 = (Ayt - uo
= 1, Z3 = ( - Fot), and
o)'
Ay,t-p+l
Z4 = t + 1, where oL = EAyt = tJ(1 - P(1)); and
where 0 = (08 02 03 04)' with 81 = (1 * * * 8p)', 02 =
/,A + (,3(1) - a) o, 03 = a, and 04 = /1 + ago. Under

the null hypothesis that a = 1, the transformedregressors Z, are linear combinationsof the originalregressorsin (1), with the linear combinationchosen to
isolate the regressorswith different stochasticproperties; specifically,Z1are meanzero stationaryregressors
and Yt -

liot is an integrated process with no deter-

ministic component. (This transformationis adopted
fromand discussedby Sims, Stock, andWatson[1990].)
Because the elements of 0 converge at differentrates,

YT(0(8) -

0) = VT(6)-

T(),

(4)

=
where VT(8) = YTl 2[T=rZt_iZ_ YT1 and 4(6)
Yt lE[TZt_ iet. (Throughout we adopt the notation that
the symbols ^,-, and - over characters refer to recursive,

involve coefficients on Zt (and perhaps Z2, Z, and
Z4), the next restrictions involve coefficients on Zt (and
perhaps Z3 and Z4), and so forth. The test statistics are
tT(8)

=

(RO(8) - r)'[R(

Z-iZ-I)

R'

(Rb(8) - r)/q(),
8o

8l1,

(5)

and
tDF(8) = T(3(8) - 1)/[VT(8)3362(6)]1/2,80< 8

1, (6)
=
where 62(8)
([T8] p
3)-1E[T(y,
0(6)'Zt_)2
and VT(8)i/ denotes the (i, j) element of V(8)-1. [Algebraic manipulations have been used to rewrite tDF(8)

from (1) in terms of the transformedregression (2).]
Finally, define R* (partitionedconformablywith 0) so
that R* =R/

(i = 1, .4.

,
4),

= R
R,

and R

=

0 otherwise.
Let ">" denote weak convergence on D[0,1] (for
example, see Ethier and Kurtz1986or Hall and Heyde
1980). The asymptoticbehavior of the recursiveestimatorsand test statisticsis summarizedin the following
theorem.
Theorem1. Suppose that Ytis generatedby Model

I in which A1 = 0 and a = 1 and that Assumption A
holds. Then, for 0 < 80 <6 - 1, (a) VT(') => V),
kT(-) => f(), and YT(0(') - 6) => 0*(.), where 0*(6)
where V(8) and O(8) are partitioned
V(6)-1'(8),
conformably with YT and 4(8) = ofB(6), W(6),
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,
12br(W(8)2 - 8), 8w(8) - fW(A)dA]', V1 =
Vlj = O, j = 2, 3, 4, V22 = 8, V23 = o-bfW(A)dA,
V24 = _82, V33 = o2b2fW(A)2dA,

V34 = obfgAW(A)dA,

and V44 = 133, where W(8) is a standardBrownian
motion on [0, 1] and B(8) is a p-dimensionalBrownian
motion with covariancematrixfip, W and B are inde-

pendent, and b = (1 - /(1))-1.
RO = r. Then,
PT(.)

[R*O*(-)I'[R*V(.)-'R*']-1

(b) Suppose that

[R*6*(-)]/qo2 -

*().

AppendixA gives proofsof theorems.Some remarks
highlightdifferentaspects of this result.
1. Krameret al. (1988) and Plobergeret al. (1989)
consideredthe case in whichthe regressorsare stationary lagged dependentvariables;our resultsprovideexplicit proofs in their case that the relevant "denominator"matricesare uniformlyconsistent.
2. As in the 8 = 1 case, V(.) is block diagonal.Thus
the recursiveestimationof the nuisanceparameters(fI1,
..., ifp) does not affect the asymptoticdistribution
of the recursiveDickey-Fuller statistic.The novel feature of these results is that they apply uniformlyin 8;
the marginaldistributionsat any fixed 8 are those that
would be obtainedusing conventional(fixed 8) asymptDF(8'),

evaluated at a fixed 6' (0 <

80 -- ' - 1), has the "," distributionderivedby Dickey
and Fuller (1979). Thus the limitingstochasticprocess
tDF(') can be thought of as a Dickey-Fuller t-statistic

process. Because V(-) is block diagonal, when the restrictionsin R* involve only coefficientson Z1_ , F(')
similarlycan be thoughtof as a X2/qprocess.Moreover,
the distributionof the recursive"demeaned"DickeyFullerstatisticobtainsas a specialcase by omittingt as
a regressorin (1). The asymptoticrepresentationsapply
for 0 < 60 -< S 1, accountingfor [To0]startupobservations.
3. The transformationof the original regressorsto
Zt

is used to obtain a nondegenerate joint limiting rep-

resentationof the estimators.This is the device used
by Fuller (1976) and Dickey and Fuller (1979). As in
the 8 = 1 case, because t is includedas a regressorthe
distributionsof the processes based on 8(8) and a(6)
do not depend on the nuisance parameter ,O. For fur-

ther discussionin the 8 = 1 case, see Simset al. (1990).
4. Although Theorem 1 is stated for the null model
in which a = 1 and A, = 0, the results are sufficiently
general to handle the case lal < 1, ul +: 0. This is

achieved by redefiningthe variablesin Model I. Specifically,let the left-handvariablebe Ay,ratherthanYt
and excludeYt_1from the regression.Then the regressors are (Z1_,

g/'

= 0. If /J1 is

nonzero, an additionalmodificationso that Z1remains
mean 0 and stationary(by subtracting,tlt from Ayt)
resultsin Theorem1 applyingto the case of a regression
involvingan autoregressiveprocessof orderp [AR(p)]
that is stationaryarounda time trend. Withthese modifications, the result concerningFt(') [Theorem l(b)]
applies directly, although of course the result on tDF')

-= iF(').
(C)tDF(')::>[ o2V(')33]-1/203(')

totics. For example,

of a stationary autoregression when

1, t), where Zl_1 has mean 0 and is

stationary.Thusassociatingthe I(O)regressorswithAyt,
in the notation of (1) and omitting the
. . . Ayt,
termsin Ytin the statementof the theoremprovidesthe
limitingprocessfor the recursiveestimatorsfor the case

is no longer germane.
5. Asymptoticrepresentationsfor rollingestimators
and test statisticsobtain as a consequenceof Theorem
1. Because a fixed fraction 86 of the sample is used,
unlike recursiveestimatorsthe samplingvariabilityof
rollingcoefficientestimatorsis (in expectation)constant
throughthe sample. The rollingestimator0 is
-1

[T6]

0(8; 80) =

1z
t-1 t
ztlZt
S 0)J+l

=[T(

[T6]
x

Zt-Yt)
t=[T(8ao)]+1
S

so that YT(0(8; 80) - 0) = VT(6; 80) 1T(8; 80), where
=

80)

VT(8;

6o

YT(-

+Zt-

1Z-

)YT1

- Vr(S - 60) and 04(8; 80) = YT1
V(8)
= 0T(8) - OT(8 - 80). From
(zlr(ao)]+lZt-e1t)
Theorem l(a), VT(.; 80) = V(.; 80), where V(8; 80) =
( 80), where 4(8;
V(8) - V(8 - 80) and 4T('; 80) 4(;
- 0) => 0*(;
=
5(8 80). Thus Y(0(; 80)
(85)
80)

80), where 0*(8; 80) = V(8; 8o)-1(68; 50). Representations for rolling F and t statisticsare obtained using
analogousarguments.
6. Another alternative is to compute these statistics in a reverse recursion-that is, using data over
Tfor k = 0, . . ., T - k. The
t = k + 1,...,

approachin remark5 can be modified to handle this

situation. Let Orr(8)be the reverse-recursive estimator,
s

YT(rr(-)

= Y

YTr =
and

[T]

-

0)

= VT,rr(8)- 1T,rr(8),

where

VT,rr(8)

X ST
[Tir]+ Zt,_Z;1YT1 and T,rr(8) =
Because VT,r(8) = VT(1) - VT(8)
+ 1Zt -t.

T,rr(8)) =

- V(.)}-1{(1)

T(1)

-

T(8),

YT(^rr()

-

0)

> {V(1)

- 4(.)}. Reverse-recursive Wald sta-

tistics are handledsimilarly.
7. Although this discussionhas focused on DickeyFuller t statistics,the approachcan be used to develop
asymptoticrepresentationsfor other unit-roottests as
well. An exampleis Sarganand Bhargava's(1983) test
of the Gaussianrandomwalk againstthe AR(1) alternative, as extended by Bhargava (1986) to the timetrendcase andby Stock(1988)to the case of the general
I(1) null. This test is of particularinterestbecause Sargan and Bhargavainterpretedit as the uniformlymost
powerfultest in the GaussianAR(1) case. Asymptotic
and selected Monte Carlo propertiesof recursiveand
rolling modified Sargan-Bhargavastatisticswere provided in the workingpaper version of this article (Banerjee, Lumsdaine,and Stock 1990).

Banerjee,Lumsdaine,and Stock: Unit-Rootand Trend-BreakTests

2. SEQUENTIALTESTS FOR CHANGES
IN COEFFICIENTS

of AYt-,1, * , Ayt-p. In this case, Model II introduces

The statisticsanalyzedin this section are computed
sequentiallyusing the full sample. These allow for a
single shift or break in a deterministictrend at an unknown date. The model consideredis
Model II: y, = /oL + /1rlt(k) + ,2t + ayt_1
+ /3(L)Ay,_1 + o'xt_1(k) + Et

(7)

for t = 1, . . ., T, where 13(L) is a lag polynomial of

known order p. Unlike Model I, Model II allows for
an additionalm-vectorof regressors,x,_ (k), whichare
assumed to be stationarywith a constant zero mean.
As in Section 1, transformthe regressorsto Z, = [Zt ,
1, (Yt -- ot), 71t+l(k), t + 1]', where Zt = (Ayt - ,
?* AYt-p+1 - 0ox,(k)')' and /L = EAyt, and let 0 =
[06 02 03 04 05]', where 01 = [13'o']', 02 = /o +
(1(1) - a)Ko, 63 = a, 04 = /xl, and Os = /2 + a0.

The deterministicregressorr1t(k)capturesthe possibility of a shift or jump in the trend at period k.
FollowingPerron (1989, 1990a), considertwo cases:
Case A (shift in trend):

r,t(k) = (t - k)l(t > k)

(8)

r1t(k) = l(t > k),

(9)

and
Case B (shift in mean):
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where 1(.) is the indicatorfunction. For Case A (referred to by Perron [1989, 1990a] as the "changing

growth" model), the t statistic testing g, = 0 provides

informationaboutwhethertherehas been a shift(change
in slope) in the trend. For Case B (Perron's "crash"
model),thist statisticprovidesinformationaboutwhether
there has been a jump or break in the trend.
Let w0 denote the value of o under the null. It is
assumed that those x, terms involving k do not enter
under the null. The disturbancesand {xt(k)} are assumed to satisfy the following assumption.

a breakin the deterministictrendin the Dickey-Fuller
regression(1). In the notationof AssumptionB, in this
case E(8) = lp and G(8) = B(1), where B(.) is a p x

1 Brownian motion with covariancematrix flp, independent of (W, H).
The formulation(7) generalizesthis leading case to
include additionalmean zero stationaryregressorsand
certainregressorsthat depend on k. For example, setting x,(k) = ((Ay, - ,io)l(t > k) '.

(Ayt_p+1 - Io)

x l(t > k))' (which satisfies AssumptionB) permits

testing whether the coefficients on (Ay, 1,,

. .,

Ay,-p)

in Model II are constantagainstthe alternativethat at
least one changes at an unknown date. In this case,
G(8) = (B(1)', (B(1) - B(6))')', where B(-) is ap x

1 Brownianmotionwithcovariancefip. Moreover,E(8)

is 2p x 2p, with p x p blocks ElS(6) = f,p and y12(6)
= 221(8)= S22(8) = (1 - 8)Slp. Note that, under the

null hypothesis, Ex, = 0 is assumed without loss of
generalityas long as a constant is included in the re-

gression.

The estimatorsand test statisticsare computedusing

the full T observations for k = ko, ko + 1,... ., T -

ko, where ko = [T8o].The resultingstatisticsare thus
sequentialratherthan recursive.As usual, let R and r,
respectively,be q x (m + p + 4) and q x 1 matrices
of linearrestrictionson 0. The stochasticprocessesconstructedfrom the sequentialestimatorsand Wald test
statistic are, for 80 < 8 < 1 - 8o,

O(s)= (E Z,_,([T6])Z,_,([TS])')'(

Z,_
([T8])y),

(10)

T(5),

(11)

YT(0(6) - 0) = IT()-'
and
FT(8) = [R0(8) - r]'

-1

Assumption B. (a) Let M,(k) be the sigma field
generated by {e,, x,(k), t_,, x,_ (k), . . .}. Then
E(E,IM,_1) = O, E(e2IM,_1) = 0(2, E(IetIMt- ) = Ki
(i = 3, 4), and E(Iet4+-lM,_l) < K < oofor some y >
0 uniformly in k. (b) {x,([T5])} is such that Ext([T]) =
4 (8),
0 for all t, T-' = 1Ztl
([l ])Zl1([T8)'-

T- 1/2ET=
1Zti_
l([Tr])et-= aG(5),

T-312T= lZ_l([ TS])yt
0, and (T- 1/2ZTAe, T-1/25;rTA'oDXt,([TS])) a (oW(A),

rrH(A)),all uniformlyin 6, where Wand H are standard
one-dimensionalBrownianmotions, W and H are not
necessarilyindependent,I(') is a nonrandompositive
semidefinitematrix-valuedfunctionon [0, 1], G(.) is a
square-summable(p + m)-dimensionalstochasticprocess in D[0, 1], and rTis a constant.

The leading case in which AssumptionB is satisfied

is when a = 1, 1 - 13(L)L has all its roots outside the

unit circle, and {x,_ (k)} is omittedso that Z-_, consists

x R

i.([T8])Z, _([T8])'
Z,_

x [RR(8) - r]lq(2(),

where C2(8) = (T -

R'

(12)

p -

m -

4)-1;t=l(t
1Zt_ ([T6]) x
Zt, ([T8])'Yr1, and IT(6) = YTS1tlZZ, _([T6])Et.
Here, YT = YAT in case A and YT = YBT in case B,
where AT = diag(T1/2lp , T7/2, T, 3/2,T3/2)and YBT
0(6)'Zt-_([T6]))2,

=

FT(8)

Y

= diag(T/2Ip+m,T12, T, T12, T3/2).
The next theorem provides asymptoticrepresentations for the standardizedsequentialcoefficients.
Theorem2. Suppose that yt is generatedaccording

to Model II with g1l =

/12

= 0 and a = 1 and that

Assumption B holds. Then (a) in case A [Eq. (8)],
YAT(0(.)

-

0) => r()-li('),

where T(6)

= o{G(8)',

W(1), f!j(A)dW(A), (1 - 8)W(1) - f W(A)dA, W(1) -
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(68),r,1 = 0 (j= 2,. ..,

ofW(A)dA}', Fr1 =

5),

r22

= 1, r23 = f2J(A)dA, r24 = 2(1 - 8)2, 25 = 2, 33 =

fJJ(A)2dA, r34 =
r44

=

(1 -

)3/3,

the null hypothesiswith no breaks [Eq. (1) with a =
1 and go = 0], -2 In A([T.]) = -2 In A*(.), where

(A - 8)J(A)dA, r35 = foAJ(A)dA,
5 + 3/6, and r5 = ,
- 8
=

-2 In A*(6) = a-24(8)'{V(8)-1

r45

where W(8) is a standardBrownianmotion process, b

+ (V(1) - V(8))-1}4()

(b) in case B [Eq. (9)], YBA(0(')- 0) = F(.)-1('),

-

= (1 - p(1))-1, and J(A) = bTrH(A)+ obW(A); and

-

where T is as in (a) except that P4(8) = cr(W(1) W(8)), and where F is as in (a) except for F24 = 1 =
- 82),
8, F34 = fJ(A)dA, F44 = 1 - 8, and F45 ?(1

- 2o-W2(8)'{V(1)

where W, J, and b are as defined in (a).

-

Several remarksare in order:

(1 - 80) <

1. Thus the test for the change in the coefficients is
constrainednot to be at the ends of the sample. In
practice, this requires choosing a "trimming"value
ko = [T8o],an issue addressedin the next two sections.
3. Formalrepresentationsfor the FT(6) statistic,or
for sequentialDickey-Fuller statistics,obtainusingthe
R* device used in Theoreml(b). The limitingprocesses
for T12(01(.) - 0) and FT statistics testing q restrictions

on Zl-_ can be thought of, respectively, as Gaussian
and x2/q processes, with the marginaldistributionof
each process for fixed evaluationpoints 8 = 8' being,
respectively, Gaussian or x21q.

4. This resultprovidesjoint uniformconvergenceof
all the estimators and test statistics. Thus, in particular, it providesthe asymptoticrepresentationof continuous functions of one or more of these processes.
One exampleis a rule consideredby Christiano(1988):
Compute the Dickey-Fuller t statistic in Model II,
T - ko, and let tmin' =
tDF(kT), for ko < k I
minko,k

V(8)1 '4(1),

(13)

where 4(') and V(.) are defined in Theorem 1. By the

1. When x,t-(k) does not appearas a regressorand
8 is fixed, this reduces to the model and results presented by Perron (1989). Theorem 2 generalizesthis
resultto the case in whichthe estimatorandtest-statistic
processes are randomelements of D[0, 1], indexed by
8. Note, however, that Perron consideredthe case of
unknown(possiblyinfinite) AR orderp, whereashere
p is assumedto be finite and known.
2. This result applies for 0 < 50 - 8

or-2M(1)'{V(1)V(8))-1}4(1)
(V(1)

continuous mapping theorem, QLR =

supo<,S_1-8o

(-2 In A*(8)). Because QLRtests for a breakin any of
the coefficients, its distributiondepends on p.
This specializesto Chu's (1989, sec. 2) resultfor the
QuandtLR statisticwhen only the p stationaryregres-

sors and a constant are included; then QLR 4
8))}, where
sup&,<.l-_so{Wp+ (8)'Wp+ 1(8)/(8(1

standardBrownianbridge.
Wp+ is a (p + 1)-dimensional
Chu (1989) also providedcriticalvalues, a Monte Carlo
analysis, and alternativerelated test statisticsand discussed related resultsin the literature.Hansen (1990)
recentlyproposeda related"meanChow"statistic,the
average of these likelihood ratios, the distributionof
which is the multivariategeneralizationof the limiting
distributionof the Anderson-Darling (1954) statistic.
6. A statisticthat will be used in the empiricalanalysis is the sequential t statistic, t,,(-), testing the hypothesis that the coefficient on r1,(k) is 0 in case B
(71t(k) = l(t > k)), under the restriction that a = 1

and 2 = 0. This corresponds to a shift in the intercept

in a pth order autoregressionof Ay,. Because F(.) is
block diagonal,the asymptoticdistributionof t,,(.) (obtained from Theorem 2) does not depend on p, and
the statistic has the limiting representation ti,(.) >
t*(.), where t*,(8) = W(8)/(8(1 - 8))1/2 and W (8) =
W(8) - 8W(1) is the one-dimensional standard Brown-

ian bridge.
3.

MONTE CARLO RESULTS

T-kktDF(k/T).

5. A relatedsequentialstatisticis the Quandt(1960)
likelihood-ratio(LR) statistic, which tests for a break
in any or all of the coefficients.This entails estimating
2(T - 2ko) separate regressionsof the form (1) over
the subsamples 1, . .. , [TS] and [T6] + 1, . .. , T.

The LR statistic is computed for each possible break
point, and the QuandtLR statisticQLRis the maximum
of these. In the notation of Section 1, QLR =
where A(k) =
In A(k)),
(-2
maXkok_T-ko,

where &t2tl,t2 is the Gaussianmaximum
likelihood estimator of the regression error variance
&k
1kT-kr,Tr,T
kU
, k +1 1

,T,

over observations t1, . . . , t2. Although QLRis based

on the full sample and thus is a sequentialstatistic,the
asymptoticdistributionis obtained using the resultsin
Section 1. Calculationsbased on Theorem 1 (provided
by Banerjee et al. 1990) show that, for Model I under

This section reports asymptoticcritical values and
examinesthe size and powerof selected recursive,rolling, and sequential statistics. All regressionsinclude
(1, t) to allow for a possible time trend under the alternative,except tT,(.) in the restrictedModel II (a =
1,

2

= 0) model for which t is excluded.

The first four statisticsexaminedare recursivetests
for unit roots-the full-sampleDickey-Fuller statistic,
tDF[= tDF(1)in the notationof (6)];the maximalDickeyFuller statistic, .t =a maxkok TtDF(klT);the minimal
minkOk
k
TtDF(klT); and
Dickey-Fuller statistic, tDF
a -_ ft. For these, tD(klT) is computedustdiff - F

ing (6)-that is, as the t statistictesting a = 1 in the
regression (1), estimated over t = 1, . . . , k.

The second set of statisticsis rolling Dickey-Fuller

statistics-namely

tDF

maxkOkrTtDF(k/T; 60), tmDF

Banerjee,Lumsdaine,and Stock: Unit-Rootand Trend-BreakTests

tDx - tin where
minkO<k<TtDF(k/T; 50),and tdiff
tDF(klT; 8o) is the t statistic testing a = 1 in the regression (1) estimated over t = k - [T8o] + 1, . . . , k, as
discussed in remark 5 of Section 1.
The final set of statistics are sequential-the Quandt
LR statistic QLR(p), where p refers to the number of
lags of Ay, in the regression; the maximum of the seT- koFT(k/T), testmaXko
quential F statistics, IF
ing the hypothesis that /, = 0 in (7); the sequential
Dickey-Fuller statistic evaluated at the value of k (k,
equivalently 8 = k/T) that maximizes FT(klT),
tDF();
tD
DF(k/T), the minimal
minko
kot
Dickey-Fuller statistic over all the sequentially computed Dickey-Fuller statistics; and the absolute extreme t statistic on r-t(k), lext^,(o. _,o0)t,,(8)l, for the
mean break model, under the restriction /2 = 0 and
a = 1. This final statistic corresponds to a sequential t
test for a change in the intercept in an AR(p) estimated
using Ay, as the dependent variable as discussed in remark 6 of Section 2. Of these, Christiano (1988) proposed F~ax, tDF(8), and tDF* to extend Perron's analysis
to the case in which k is unknown. Asymptotic critical
values for the sequential statistics are presented for both
the trend-shift and mean-shift regressions [(7) with 7lr
given by (8) and (9), respectively].
The trimming parameters used are as follows: For
the recursive and QLR statistics, 8o = .25; for rolling
statistics, 6 = 3; and for sequential statistics except
85 = .15. The choice of 50 entails a trade-off
QLR,
between needing enough observations in the shortest
regressions to support the Gaussian approximation and
wanting to capture possible breaks early and late in the
sample. The chosen values are representative of those
used in practice and in any event seem appropriate for
the empirical application in Section 4. We did not examine the size and power of the statistics as a function
of 60, nor did we examine statistics based on tapered
rather than square cutoffs as discussed by Deshayes and
Picard (1986). Rather, investigations into the choice of
80 are left for future research.

Approximate asymptotic critical values for these recursive, rolling, and sequential statistics are reported
in Tables 1 and 2. Throughout, the convention for the
sample size is that T represents the number of observations used in the regression; with (say) four lags of
Ay,, this requires an original data set with T + 5 observations. The critical values were computed using artificial discrete realizations of Brownian motions to approximate the various limiting functionals appearing in
Theorems 1 and 2. This is equivalent to performing
Monte Carlo simulations for the null model Ay, = Et,
Et iid N(0, 1). Of the statistics considered here, only
QLR has a limiting distribution that depends on p, so
critical values for all statistics were computed for p =
0 except for QLR, for which critical values are reported
for p = 0, 4, and 8. Not surprisingly, the critical values
for the recursive tm and rolling tmi statistics are well
below the full-sample tDFcritical values. The large critical value of the sequential Fmax is comparable to that
found by Christiano (1988). Comparison of the percentiles for different T indicates rapid convergence to the
asymptotic limits, so the T = 500 values can be treated
as approximate asymptotic critical values.
Size and nominal power of the recursive, rolling, and
trend-break sequential statistics are summarizedin Table
3 for T = 100. The tests were computed from regressions in which p = 4, the base case examined in the
empirical work, and were evaluated using the T = 100
critical values from Tables 1 and 2. Panel A reports size
when the true model is a Gaussian AR(1). With the
exceptions of the recursive tiff and the rolling tjmx and
especially tdi, all of the statistics have sizes near their
levels. As expected, the size distortions diminish as T
increases. For example, for T = 250 and f = .4, the
rolling tma has size of 8%. Additional experiments (not
tabulated here) were performed to evaluate the size of
the other statistics whose distributions are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2. For the sequential mean-break unitroot statistic tmin* the size was close to its level, 8.2%
and 8.8% for 10%-level tests with 3 = .4 and .6, re-

Table 1. Recursive and RollingTest Statistics:CriticalValues
Recursive
t7 rx

T

Percentile

100

.025
.050
.100
.025
.050
.100

250

500

.025
.050
.100

^

*
toDF

-3.73
-3.45
-3.15
-3.69
-3.43
-3.13
-3.68
-3.42
-3.13

^
gim
axmax
F

-2.21
-1.99
-1.73
-2.15
-1.94
-1.69
-2.17
-1.92
-1.66
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fm1
o
DF

-4.62
-4.33
-4.00
-4.42
-4.18
-3.91
-4.42
-4.18
-3.88

Rolling
-dif
D

4.06
3.65
3.23
3.91
3.61
3.24
3.91
3.57
3.21

.min

Mxiiff

D

- 1.66
-1.49
-1.31
-1.66
-1.48
-1.27
-1.62
-1.47
-1.25

tD

oF

DF

-5.29
-5.01
-4.71

5.13
4.76
4.40
5.01
4.68
4.36
4.93
4.65
4.31

-5.07
-4.85
-4.59
-5.00
-4.79
-4.55

NOTE: All critical values were computed using data generated as Ayt = et, et iid N(O, 1) and are based on 10,000 Monte Carlo
replications for T = 100 and T = 250 and 5,000 replications for T = 500. The full-sample Dickey-Fuller statistic critical values (tDF)
were taken from Fuller (1976, table 8.5.2), for the case of (1, t) being included as regressors. Each recursive statistic tDF(k/T) was
computed by estimating (1) with p = 0 over t = 1,...,
k, with 60 = .25. Each rolling statistic toF(k/T; So) was computed by estimating
(1) with p = 0 over t = k - [TSo] + 1, ... ,k, k = [To], ... , T, Ao= .
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Table 2. Sequential Test Statistics: Critical Values
Trend-shift statistics (8)

T

Percentile

100

Mean-shift statistics (9)

QLR(O)

QLR(4)

QLR(8)

FT

tDF()

tmF

.025
.050
.100

28.96
26.45
23.86

37.25
34.56
31.78

46.52
43.51
40.21

19.15
16.30
13.64

-4.76
-4.47
-4.19

-4.76
-4.48
-4.20

20.83
18.62
16.20

250

.025
.050
.100

30.41
27.87
24.97

36.37
34.12
30.95

43.27
40.36
37.06

18.36
15.94
13.32

-4.66
-4.39
-4.12

-4.66
-4.39
-4.12

500

.025
.050
.100

30.42
27.80
25.19

37.00
34.00
30.72

43.00
39.95
36.84

18.58
16.04
13.20

-4.68
-4.39
-4.12

-4.69
-4.39
-4.13

FT

tm

Ijextst(8)\

-5.07
-4.80
-4.52

-5.07
-4.80
-4.54

3.23
2.95
2.63

21.31
19.01
16.72

-5.05
-4.79
-4.50

-5.06
-4.80
-4.51

3.19
2.92
2.63

21.26
18.99
16.78

-5.05
-4.77
-4.49

-5.05
-4.78
-4.51

3.23
2.93
2.66

tDF(S)

NOTE: Allcriticalvalueswere computedusingdata generatedas Ayt= Et,et iidN(0, 1) and are based on 10,000 MonteCarloreplicationsforT = 100 and T = 250 and 5,000 replications
forT = 500. TheQLR(P)statisticwas computedforthe regressionof Ytonto(1, t, Yt- , Ayt-1,.., Ayt-p)with8o = .25. Thetrend-shift
statisticswerecomputedbyestimating(7) sequentially,
withrTt(k)given by (8) and p = 0. The mean-shiftstatisticswere computedby estimating(7) sequentially,with 1t(k)given by (9) and p = 0. Forall sequentialstatisticsexcept OLR(P),
So = .15.

spectively. For the restricted statistic lext8t,,(5)|with
p = 1, the size was 12.6% and 15.1% for , = .4 and
.6, respectively, but forp = 4 these rejection rates rose
to 17.1% and 18.5%. Because of this size distortion as
p increases, in the empirical work (where p = 4 is the
base case) p values for this statistic are computed using
the null distribution, calculated by Monte Carlo, with
p = 4 and T = 100; the 2.5%, 5%, and 10% critical
values are, respectively, 3.40, 3.13, and 2.84, somewhat
larger than the p = 0 values given in the final column
of Table 2.

Panel B of Table 3 presents nominal (not sizeadjusted) power against the alternative that the largest
root is 1 in half the sample and is less than 1 in the
other half. The recursive tiff and tmin statistics and QLR
typically have the best power against (a1 < 1, a2 = 1).
Because the recursive statistics always include the initial
data, it is perhaps unsurprising that the recursive tmn
performs relatively well when a1 < 1. The rolling statistics have less power against the a1 < 1 alternative
than the recursive statistics, presumably because at most
33 stationary observations are used for the rolling sta-

Table 3. Size and Power of Recursive, Rolling, and Sequential Tests: Monte Carlo Results
Recursive
?max
tDF

t0F

min
tOF

Sequentialtrend-shiftstatistics

Rolling
idiff
tfOF

max
tOF

min
tOF

diff
t OF

ai
QLR(4)

T

toF(9)

IF

k + .05T

A. Size forARIMA(,1, , 0): Ay, = 13Ayt- + Et, et NIID(O,1)
13
0.4

9.1

6.9

10.0

21.8

2.5

10.5

28.7

10.8

0.6

9.6

7.1

10.5

25.4

3.1

13.2

35.8

13.4

12.6
12.5
10.2

12.4
14.1
12.4

14.1
21.7
28.7

14.5
24.7
37.6

6.2
6.7
7.0

9.7
10.1
13.2

19.1
19.8
22.1

9.6
19.6
35.3

18.5
22.1
18.9

11.9
13.6
12.9

9.9
11.4
9.6

14.7
13.4
10.3

7.8
12.9
13.8

11.6
14.5
17.1

17.6
16.6
16.6

11.3
19.7
36.4

(a,, a2)

(0.8, 1.0)
(0.6, 1.0)
(0.4, 1.0)
(1.0, 0.8)
(1.0, 0.6)
(1.0, 0.4)

13.4

11.5

11.8

14.3
13.5
13.5
B. Power against changingAR coefficients:Yt= /t + atyt- + et, EtNIID(O,1), at = al, t -< T, at = a2, t > iT
11.9
14.2
17.9

12.8
15.5
16.5

12.1
17.7
16.6
24.5
18.6
25.5
C. Power against trendshift:Yt = IrTlt ([TS*])+ ayt-1 + Et,EtN11D(O,
=
-it
(t
1), ([T8*])
[TS*J)l(t> [TS*])

12.8
15.3
16.4
17.8
24.9
25.8

(, 8', /1)
(.9, .4, .2)

0.0

0.0

6.2

94.1

0.0

11.8

71.8

55.5

90.1

74.5

74.3

(.9, .5, .2)

0.0

0.0

7.8

98.5

0.0

11.5

68.8

60.2

92.2

66.8

67.5

79.8

(.9, .6, .2)

0.0

0.0

9.0

99.4

0.0

11.3

66.5

61.8

92.8

54.1

55.9

84.0

(.9, .4, .4)
(.9, .5, .4)
(.9, .6, .4)

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

5.9
6.7
8.9

96.3
98.8
99.8

0.1
0.0
0.0

20.0
19.2
17.3

90.8
89.5
87.8

93.3
95.2
95.1

100.0
100.0
100.0

99.6
99.1
93.8

99.6
99.2
94.8

98.4
98.8
98.8

(.8, .4, .2)
(.8, .5, .2)
(.8, .6, .2)

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

8.6
9.9
12.4

80.8
91.4
97.3

0.0
0.0
0.1

12.6
12.1
11.8

47.3
48.2
44.8

42.0
48.5
52.8

87.1
91.2
92.1

73.8
70.8
63.5

73.3
70.5
63.8

87.3
90.0
91.0

79.5

NOTE: Percentrejectionsat 10%criticalvalues;T = 100. The reportedvalues are the percentrejectionsby the variousstatisticsbased on the T = 100 10%criticalvalues fromTables
1 and 2. The recursive,rolling,and sequentialstatisticswere computedas describedin the text,withp = 4 and (respectively)o6 = .25, ?, and .15, except forOLR,forwhichSo = .25. The
finalcolumnreportsthe fractionof FmaX's
whichattainedtheirmaximumat a valuek within.05Tof the truevalueof the breakdatek. Inpanel B, fordesigns in whichthe rootchanges from
unityto stationary,the mean of the stationaryprocess is adjustedto avoida spurioussharpjumpto zero at the breakdate: Ifa1 = 1 and la2l < 1, thenYt = it + atYt-1 + Et,wherelAt
= 0 fort < IT and At = Y(1/2)T(1- a2), t > y T, whileif la,I < 1 and a2 = 1, t = 0 forallt. Allpseudodatawere generatedincluding50 startupvalues (initialobservationsnot used in
computingthe statistics).Based on 2,000 replications.

andStock:Unit-Root
andTrend-Break
Tests
Banerjee,Lumsdaine,

tistics, whereas all 50 stationaryobservationsare used
for tmi. Overall, QLRperforms well against both sets
of alternatives. With T = 50 and a = .6, the conven-

tional Dickey-Fuller detrendedt test with p = 4 has
power of only 33%; relative to this benchmark,the
power of the rollingand recursivestatisticshere seems
reasonable.
The nominalpowerof thesestatisticsagainstthe trendshift alternative(8) is examinedin Panel C of Table 3.
The trend shift is large, 20% or 40% of the standard
deviation of the innovation. The full-sampleDickeyFuller test fails to reject the unit-rootnull againstthis
alternative, as do the recursive and rolling maximal
tDF'S.

This confirms Perron's (1989, 1990a) results and

interpretation:The permanentshiftin the deterministic
trend is mistakenfor a persistentinnovationto a stochastic trend. Overall, the sequential F statistic FTax
(testing the trend coefficient) has high power against
this alternative,particularlyfor breakstowardthe end
of the sample; QLRhas lower power, not surprisingly
because it tests all of the coefficientsfor breaks. The
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thoughthe extremalrollingstatisticshavethe advantage
of being able to detect multiplebreaks,thisis associated
with reduced power against these single-breakalternatives. More generally, once uniform critical values
are used, the extremal recursiveand rolling statistics
have fairlylow power. Hence it is particularlyimportant
not to interpretnonrejectionby these statisticsas acceptanceof the null. The resultsalso suggest, however,
that the QLRstatisticcould be a powerfuland reliable
diagnostictool. In addition,the sequentialtrend-break
statisticshave high power against the alternativethey
are designed to detect.
4. EMPIRICAL
RESULTS

Two interestingfeatures of these results, not pursued
here, are that, given 6* and A1, a drop in a is occasionally associatedwith little or no increase in power

The previousresultsare usedhere to examinewhether
shifts or breaksin trends provide a suitable model for
the apparentpersistencein seasonallyadjustedoutput
in seven OECD countries-Canada, France, West
Germany,Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom,and the
United States. All statisticswere computedusing logarithmsof these series. Data sources are discussedin
Appendix B. Real output, in logarithms,is graphedin
part A of Figure 1 for, to save space, only three of the
countries, France, Japan, and the United States.

for tF* and that, given a and ,i, the sequential

4.1 Main Results

tinF and tDF(8) statistics perform almost identically.

tDF

tests have better power the earlier the break occurs.
Finally, the break point is estimatedratheraccurately:
A large fraction of the estimated break dates k fall

within ? .05T of the true break point.

The nominal power of the mean-shiftstatistics(not
tabulatedhere) againstthe mean-shiftalternative,y, =
ll(t > [T6*]) + atyt-_ + E, is good in cases of empiricalinterest. For example, for a = .9 and a shift of
two standarddeviations in the middle of the sample
(,1 = 2, 8* = .5), the rejection rates for Fax,

tDF(8),

and trDF are 74.8%, 36.6%, and 42.0% at the 10%
level; with A1 = 10, the rejection rate is 100% for all

three statistics. For the restricted IextatTi(8)I
statistic,
power was computed against the alternative model,
Ayt = Al(t > [T6*]) + 3Ayy,_t+ et, with 3 = .4 and
8* = .5; thep = 4 critical values were used here because

of the moderate size distortions(which depend on p)

discussed previously. For t, = .5, the rejection rate is
55.9%; for L,l = 1, it is 96.7%.

Although these statisticsmake the break date data
dependent, they still require a choice of p, which is
rarelyknown in practice. The size and power calculations thereforewere repeatedfor p = 8. The main effects were a deteriorationof size for the recursive ^'D
and rolling tma and a reductionin the power of some
tests, notably (and unsurprisingly)QLR against both
break alternatives.(These and other results not tabulated here are availablefrom the authorson request.)
These resultssuggestseveralconclusions.The recursive dj and rolling tdi statistics have sizes that are
sensitive to the nuisanceparametersin moderatesamples, making them unattractivefor applications. Al-

We firstcomputedfull-samplestatisticsfor the seven
countries, modeling each series as an AR(2) and an
AR(4) in first (and second) differences.This produced
four Dickey-Fuller t statisticsper country,two testing
the null hypothesisof one unit root and two testingfor
two unit roots. A constant and a time trend were included in the regressionswith first differences, and a
constant was included in the regressionswith second
differences. For each country, the hypothesis of two
unit roots was rejectedbut the single unit-roothypothesis was not. We thereforeadoptedthe single unit-root
model (with nonzerodrift) as the relevantnull hypothesis for each of the seven countriesand proceededwith
the computationof other statisticsusing Models I and
II (with no additionalregressors{x,_})), where the order of the lag polynomial 3(L) is 4 and the null hypothesis is the existence of a single unit root.
The results are summarizedin Tables 4 and 5. As
in the previoussection, for the recursivestatisticsand
QLR, o8 = .25; for the rolling statistics, 80 = 3; and for
the sequential statistics except QLR, 50 = .15. All p

values are based on the T = 100 distributionsummarized in Tables 1 and 2, except for the restrictedstatistic 1ext,t7;(8)1
as discussedin Section 3. Recursiveand
rolling tdifl statisticsare not reported because of their
unreliablesize in the Monte Carlo analysis.In no case
is the standard nonrecursive Dickey-Fuller statistic
(the first column of statisticsin Table 4) significantat
the 25% level. Moreover,none of the recursiveor rolling tests reject the unit-rootnull at the 10% level, although the relativelylow power of these tests found in
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Figure 1. Real Output(A, in logarithms)and SequentialtoF statistics (B) for France,Japan, and the UnitedStates: In Panel (B), the Solid
Line = Sequential Trend-Shift tDFStatistic;

the Dashed Line = Sequential Mean-Shift tDFStatistic; and the Straight Lines = 10% Critical

Valuefor Trend-Shift(solid line) and Mean-Shift(dashed line) statistics.

Section 3 suggests that these nonrejections might be
uninformative.
The sequential statistics, reported in Table 5, provide
strong evidence for changing coefficients of some form.
The QLRstatistic rejects the hypothesis that all of the
coefficients are constant at the 5% level for all countries
but France, Germany, and the United States. To examine the possibility that this rejection arises from a
stationary model with a breaking trend (as opposed
to, for example, an integrated model with a change
in the drift), the sequential tDF's were computed. Part
B of Figure 1 plots the sequential trend-break tDF's
(solid lines) and mean-shift tDF'S (dashed lines) for
France, Japan, and the United States. The unit-root/

no-break null can be rejected at the 10% level againsL
the stationary/trend-shift alternative for only one of the
seven countries, Japan, for which the p value is 3% [in
Fig. 1(B), the solid line for Japan drops below its 10%
critical value from 1968:3 to 1971:4]. There is some
evidence against the unit-root null in favor of the trendshift alternative for Canada, with a p value for Dmi of
12%. Similar conclusions obtain using tDF(5): In almost
all cases ;* = tDF(8),
indicating that the same break

dates were estimated by the maximal FT and minimal
Dickey-Fuller statistics. The minimal mean-break sequential tDF's are given in the next columns of Table 5.
The only 10% rejection is for Canada, with the break
in 1981:3.
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Table4. EmpiricalResults: International
Evidence on UnitRoots Based on Recursive and
RollingStatistics
Recursive
Country
Country

;max

SampleSample

tDF

Canada

48:1-89:2

France

63:1-89:2

Germany

50:1-89:2

Italy

52:1-82:4

Japan

52:1-89:2

U.K.

60:1-89:2

U.S.

47:1-89:2

-1.96
(.62)
-1.74
(.73)
-1.96
(.62)
.26
(.99)
-.09
(.99)
-1.88
(.66)
-2.60
(.29)

Rolling
DF

max
tD

-3.63
(.21)
-2.31
(.91)
-1.96
(.99)
-2.78
(.67)
-2.44
(.86)
-3.09
(.48)
-2.60
(.78)

1.15
(.99)
1.73
(.99)
-.73
(.40)
-.60
(.49)
.66
(.97)
-.75
(.39)
.37
(.93)

;min

F

-1.17
(.32)
1.39
(.99)
.20
(.93)
.26
(.94)
.42
(.96)
-.48
(.70)
-.52
(.68)

min

tDF

-3.45
(.74)
-3.77
(.53)
-3.64
(.61)
-4.36
(.21)
-4.19
(.28)
-4.54
(.15)
-4.30
(.23)

NOTE: Entriesare test statisticswithp values in parentheses.Forall statistics,p = 4. The sampleperiodrefersto the fullsampleof
data used, includinginitialvalues for lags in the autoregressions.For example,for the UnitedStates, the full-sampleDickey-Fuller
regressionwas runover 1948:2-1989:2, with1947:1-1948:1 providinginitialvalues of the regressorsYt-1, Ayt-1.... AYt-4.The
data and statisticsare describedin the text. The p values are fortests of the (constantcoefficient)unit-rootnullhypothesis.These p
for T = 100 and p = 0, computedby MonteCarloand summarizedin Table 1. A p
values were calculatedfromthe nulldistribution
valueof .00 denotes a p valueof <.005. Thep values forvariantsof tfo are one-sidedagainstthe hypothesisa < 1; all otherp values
are fortwo-sidedtests. The firststatistic,tDF,is the full-sampleDickey-Fullerstatisticbased on (1), includinga constantand a time
trend.The recursiveand rollingstatisticswere computedas describedin the text, withSo = .25 and., respectively,using (1) (witha
constantand a timetrend).

The final column in Table 5 examines the possibility
that output for these countries is 1(1) but that there has
been a single shift in the mean growth rate. This corresponds to Model B of Section 2 [(7) and (9)], with
the unit root imposed (a = 1) and a zero time trend
in first differences (t2 = 0). This model is examined
by computing tT,(.), the sequential t statistic on r1t(k) =
l(t > k) in a regression of Ay, onto (1, rl,(k), AY.-l,
. . ., Aytp). Although the results are presented in Tables
4 and 5 for all countries for completeness, for Canada
and Japan our previous rejection of the unit-root null
suggests that in these two cases the restricted t,(.) tests

are not meaningful. In three additional cases-France,
Germany, and Italy-the restriction of a constant drift
is rejected in favor of the hypothesis of a shift in the
drift.
4.2

Sensitivity Analysis

This subsection summarizes five additional analyses
that were performed to investigate the sensitivity of the
results to potential measurement errors or anomalies
in the data. First, in 1968:2 France experienced a major
strike, over which we have interpolated for the reported
results. When the original data are used, the unit-root

Table5. EmpiricalResults:International
Evidence on UnitRoots Based on SequentialStatistics
Case A: trendshift
Country

QLR(4)

k

Canada

39.09
(.02)
22.87
(.48)
25.97
(.31)
37.46
(.03)
77.61
(.00)
51.34
(.00)
17.75
(.81)

76:3

France
Germany
Italy
Japan
U.K.
U.S.

73:1
60:2
71:1
70:1
82:1
68:3

max

Fa

12.97
(.12)
12.44
(.14)
3.69
(.69)
15.35
(.07)
25.03
(.00)
2.54
(.82)
3.99
(.66)

,,-

tOF()

-4.14
(.12)
-3.89
(.19)
-2.64
(.81)
-3.67
(.28)
-4.78
(.03)
-1.42
(.99)
-3.27
(.48)

Case B: mean shift
min'
iD

-4.14
(.12)
-3.89
(.20)
-2.65
(.83)
-3.67
(.28)
-4.81
(.03)
-2.40
(.92)
-3.27
(.50)

k

81:3
68:1
80:2
74:3
73:2
79:3
63:1

max

F

22.57
(.02)
9.73
(.50)
4.15
(.96)
6.53
(.80)
16.72
(.09)
13.47
(.22)
7.74
(.69)

tDF(^)

-5.14
(.03)
-3.55
(.52)
-2.84
(.82)
-1.60
(.98)
-.69
(.99)
-3.98
(.30)
-3.76
(.41)

Case B: restricted
tF

-5.14
(.03)
-3.55
(.55)
-2.84
(.90)
-1.60
(.99)
-2.23
(.98)
-3.98
(.31)
-3.76
(.43)

k

76:3
74:2
60:4
74:2
73:2
82:4
68:3

exttl,(8)

-2.11
(.38)
-4.45
(.00)
-3.28
(.04)
-3.47
(.03)
-4.85
(.00)
1.55
(.72)
-1.39
(.82)

NOTE: Entriesare test statisticswithp values in parentheses.Forall statistics,p = 4. The sampleperiodis the same as in Table4. The p values are fortests of the (constantcoefficient)
unit-rootnullhypothesis.These p values were calculatedfromthe nulldistribution
for T = 100 andp = 0, computedby MonteCarloand summarizedin Table2, except for lexts,t (8)1,for
whichp values were obtainedfromthe T = 100, p = 4 nulldistribution
because of MonteCarloevidenceof moderatesize distortionsas p increases,as discussed in Section3. A p value
of .00 denotes a p value of <.005. The p values for variants of tDF are one-sided against the hypothesis a < 1; all other p values are for two-sided tests. The sequential statistics were
computed as described in the text, with 80 = .15 (60 = .25 for QLR).
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test results do not change, except for the sequential
mean-shiftstatistics;then the mean-shiftt*in rejects
the constant-driftunit-rootnull at the 5% level, with
the breaksharplyidentifiedas 68:3. We view this as an
artifact:Reversion to "trend" after the strike is best
thoughtof ratherprosaicallyas peoplereturningto work,
not as reflectingtrend-stationarybehaviorin the longrun factors drivingFrench economic growth, such as
technicalprogressand labor productivity.
Second,the resultsfor Germanyarefor 1950:1-1989:2;
for Japan, they are for 1952:1-1989:2. Because these
data start near the end of World War II, the earliest
observationsmight have unusuallylarge measurement
error.But the conclusionsaboutthe significanceof unitroot tests do not change upon repeatingthe analysis
over 1955:1-1989:2, althoughthe evidence againstthe
null in favor of the unit-root/
unit-root/constant-drift
mean-shiftalternative(basedon lext,t ,(S)l) is less strong
for Germany.
Third, to ensure that the results for Canada, Germany, and Japan were not an artifact of combining
several data sources, the recursiveand sequentialstatistics were recomputedusing the largestsubsampleof
data that came from a single data source (see App. B).
For Japan, the trend-shifttDF* continues to reject at
the 5% level. For Canada, the mean-shift tjDF"and
tDF(6) tests no longer reject at the 10% level. For Ger-

many, the trend-shifttDF*rejects at the 10% (but not
5%) level, with the breakpointidentifiedat 73:1. These
Germandata, however, excludethe entire 1950s,leading us to put greaterweighton the resultsfor the longer
spliced series.
Fourth, the sensitivityof the resultswith respect to
was
examinedby recomputingthe sequentialstatistics
p
for p chosen (a) by the Akaike informationcriterion
(AIC), (b) by the Schwarzcriterion,and (c) by setting
p = 8. In each case, the resultswere unchanged,with
three exceptions-the Canadianmean-shifttmF*is insignificantat the 10% level in two of the three cases;
for the AIC and Schwarzchoice of p = 0 for France,
the trend-shifttrF* just rejects at the 10% level, although not for p = 4 or p = 8; and for the United
Kingdom for p = 0 (the Schwarz choice) and p = 8,

but not for the AIC choice of p = 1, the mean-shift
tin* rejects at the 10% but not 5% level. The results
for lext8tTl(6)l
for all countries, and all the results for
Germany,Italy,Japan,andthe United Statesarerobust
to these changesin p. (For a differentapproachto the
choice of p in evaluating these statistics, see Perron
[1990b].)
Fifth, one could arguethat the valuesof 85used here
are too small, for two reasons:Small60mightintroduce
substantialdeviationsof the finite sampledistributions
fromtheirnormal-errorapproximationsin Tables 1 and
2, and the alternativeof primaryempiricalinterest (a
productivityslowdownin the early 1970s) occurredin
the middle of the sample so that larger 80 could have
increased power. The results were therefore recom-

puted for S8 = 3, .4, and .25 for the recursive and QLR,
rolling, and sequential (except QLR)statistics, respec-

tively. (This entailedcomputingnew sets of criticalvalues.) The only qualitativechange is for Canada, for
which the 1981 mean shift is not detected because it
falls outside the increasedtrimmingrange.

4.3

Summary

These results suggest rather different characterizations of the long-runpropertiesof output acrossthese
countries. In two countries, Canadaand Japan, these
statisticsprovideevidenceagainstthe unit-root/no-break
null hypothesis. For Canada, the unit-root null is realternative,with
jected againstthe stationary/mean-shift
the breakpointin 1981:3.This portraysthe recessionof
the early 1980s as a permanentdownwardshift in the
trend growthpath; after the recovery, output again is
stationarywith its originalgrowthrate. For Japan,the
null is rejected againstthe stationary/trend-shift
alternative, with the break in 1970:1.This shift is apparent
in Figure1: From1952:1to 1969:4,on averageJapanese
output grew at 9.2% per year, but since 1970 it has
grown at 4.4%.
For the United Kingdom, the evidence against the
unit-root null is either weak or nonexistent, with the
results somewhatsensitive to the choice of p. The restricted t statisticsin Table 5 do not indicate a statistically significantslowdown; indeed, the growth rate
increasedin the 1980s, althoughnot significantlyusing
these procedures.
The results for the remainingcountriesprovide no
evidenceagainstthe unit-roothypothesis.Based on the
results in Table 5 for the restrictedmean-shiftmodel;
however, France, Germany, and Italy seem to have
suffereda highlypersistentreductionin the rateof growth
of output. For Italy and France,this slowdownappears
around 1974, the time of the first oil shock. For Germany, the sequentialt statisticis less precise in identifying a specific break point, althoughthe statisticis
significantlynegativejust before 1974. For these countries then, output is well characterizedas being integrated but with a lower average growthrate over the
period of the productivityslowdown.
The results for the United States indicate no rejections of the unit-root/no-breaknull against any of the
various alternatives.This parallelsChristiano's(1988)
failure to reject this null using bootstrappedcritical
values. The results accordwith Banerjee, Dolado and
Galbraith's(1990)failureto rejectthe unit-root/no-break
null against the stationary/trend-break
alternativefor
the United States (usingthe uniformcriticalvaluestabulated in Sec. 3) for longer annualdata series that include the Depression. They are also consistent with
Zivot and Andrews's(1992) failure to reject the unitroot null againsta trend-breakalternativefor U.S. real
postwarquarterlyGNP when they use uniformcritical
values. Although Perron(1989) found evidence of stationarityarounda trend that shifted in 1973, this con-
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clusionwas basedon the assumptionthatthe breakdate
is known a priori; when the break date is treated as
unknown,our evidence is much weaker.
4.4

Comparison With Previous Literature and

Discussion

Severalrecentworksextend Cochrane's(1988) study
of persistencein U.S. outputto internationaldata. Each
study differs in its sample period and, to various degrees, in the statisticalmeasure used. Although point
estimatesof persistencearenot comparableacrossstudies, relative rankingsare.
Campbell and Mankiw (1989) examined the same
seven countries considered here over 1957-1986 and
measuredpersistence by the size of a (bias-adjusted)
variance ratio for long (5-10 year) differences. They
concludedthat persistencein the United Kingdomwas
less than in the United Statesbut greaterin each of the
other countries.Cogley(1990)computedmodifiedvariance ratiosover 1870-1985 for nine countries,including
Canada, France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. Although his data set is much longer,
his conclusionsare similarto Campbelland Mankiw's:
The United States exhibited the least persistence,followed by Canada;the largestvarianceratios were for
France and Italy. Kormendiand Meguire (1990) also
used varianceratios to analyzelong annualdata on 12
countriesand postwardata for 32 countries,including
Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Of these six, using biasunadjusted measures they too found U.S. output to
exhibit the least persistence (the smallestvarianceratios), with French, German, and Italianoutput exhibiting the most persistence.
Clark(1989)used a differenttechnique-a stochastic
trend-cycledecompositionof the formstudiedby Harvey
(1985) and Watson (1986)-to study the relative importanceof "cyclical"componentsfor the seven countries we consider, over approximately1960-1986. A
notable feature of his results is that an I(1) trend fit
well for five of the countries;for Franceand especially
Japan, however, the fit of the model was substantially
improvedwhen an I(2) trend (a stochastictrendwith a
random-walkdrift)was introduced.He interpretedthis
as providinga flexible way to account for the slower
growth in these two countriesin the latter half of the
sample.
The strikingfeature of the variance-ratioresults is
that in each study the varianceratiosare highestin the
countriesfor whichwe identifydeterministic
breaks[with
eitherI(1) or I(0) stochasticcomponents]-Japan, Germany, France, and Italy-and lowest for the United
States, for which we find no evidence againstthe unitroot/no-breakhypothesis.Clarkalso found evidence of
extreme persistence,in the form of an integrateddrift,
for France and Japan. These results have a consistent
explanation.If the deterministic-breakspecificationis
valid, then this break is by definitionhighlypersistent.
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If the break is not taken into account explicitly, then
it will be misidentifiedby variance-ratiostatisticsas a
large but otherwisetypicalshock to output. In a model
in which the drift is forced to be either constant or
integrated(Clark's1989model), a sufficientlylargepermanent change will be modeled as an integrateddrift.
If the deterministic-break
view is correct,variance-ratio
statisticswouldgivequitemisleadingviewsof persistence.
Interpretedmore broadly, these resultssuggest that
not all shocks to output are the same: The shocks associated with the oil crisis of 1974-1975 were considerably more persistent than other shocks before and
after, so much so that these proceduresclassify them
as deterministicbreaksratherthan a large negativerealization.Thisinterpretation
treatsthe single-break
model
as a simple device for separatingmassive, economychangingshocks-the Depression, World War II, the
productivityslowdown in the 1970s-from the other
shocks to output that, althoughpersistent,exhibit less
permanence. To us, interpretingthese broken trends
as deterministicis unsatisfying,for this conditionson
elementsof aggregateactivity,suchasproductivity
growth
ratesor changesin fiscalor monetarymanagementrules,
that are unpredictable.We instead prefer to interpret
these rejectionsas metaphorsfor these countrieshaving
long-runtrends that are smooth with occasionallarge
shocks (see Perron 1989, 1990a). This is analogousto
BlanchardandWatson's(1986)"largeshock/smallshock"
hypothesis, which they developed using U.S. dataexcept that this better describesJapanand is more accurately termed the "persistent shock/less persistent
shock"hypothesis.It is also compatiblewithHamilton's
(1989) model of randomregimeswitches, althoughthe
regimes here last much longer than the business-cycle
switchesHamiltonidentifiedfor U.S. GNP.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The resultsin Sections 1 and 2 providea framework
for obtainingthe asymptoticdistributionsof variousrecursive, rolling, and sequentialstatistics.These results
resolve some open questions, such as the distribution
of the process of the recursiveleast squaresestimators
in an autoregressionwith a unit root. There are, however, severaltheoreticalquestionsthat these resultsonly
begin to address.In particular,each of the test statistics
discussedhere has the flavorof generaldiagnostictests
against possible changes in coefficients, either autoregressivecoefficientsor coefficientsdescribingthe deterministiccomponentsof the process.Thissuggeststhe
value of obtainingformalresultson the power of these
tests against various structuralbreak alternatives.In
addition,the resultshere are for reduced-form,singleequation systems;a naturalextension is to a system of
simultaneousequations, perhaps with different break
dates in differentequations.
For Germany, Italy, and France, these results provide a new characterizationof the productivityslowdown as being a reductionin the driftof the I(1) output
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process over this period; there is no evidence in favor
of the stationary/trend-break
hypothesisfor 3 of these
countries.Thisslowdownoccurredat approximatelythe
same time for each of these countries,1974. For these
countriesat least, these resultssuggest two furtheravenues of investigation-testing for breaks in the deterministiccomponentswithoutpretestingfor unitroots
and using multivariatetechniquesto examine whether
the breaks occurredsimultaneously,at least for these
Europeancountries.Recently, work by Perron(1991)
has examinedthe formerissue, andworkby Bai, Lumsdaine, and Stock (1991) has pursued the latter. The
analysisalso provides new insightsinto growth trends
in JapanandCanada.ForJapan,the unit-root/no-break
null is rejected against the alternativethat output is
around
stationaryarounda trendthatslowedsignificantly
1970. For Canada,the unit-rootnull is rejectedagainst
the alternativethat a deterministictrend growth path
shifted downwardafter the 1979-1982 recession, although this result is sensitive to the numberof autoregressivelags used. Finally,the empiricalanalysisprovides little evidence against the unit-root null for the
United Kingdomand none for the United States.
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APPENDIX A: PROOFS OF THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1

To simplifynotation, it is assumedthat Io = 0. This
is done without loss of generality,since Z4 = (Ay, g o,..,

AYt-p+, - jo)' and Zt = (yt - jdT). To

simplify the algebra, set Zs = 0, s c 0 (this can be
relaxed as discussed,for example, by Phillips[1987]).
Throughout, the notation OT(8) = 4(8) and XT(') =

0(') are used interchangeably.

(a) First consider 4T. Let C(L) = (1 - P(L)L)-1 so
that Ayt = C(L)e,, let b = C(1) = (1 - (1))-1, and
let s = [T8]. The uniform convergence results T2(8) =
= T-31/2Ys=te,
T- 1/2=Et,
a W(S) and 04T()
>
cr[SW(8) foW(A)dA] are immediate consequences of

AssumptionA and the functionalcentrallimittheorem
(FCLT)(Hermdorf1984;alsosee HallandHeyde 1980).

Consider 43T and write y, = C(1)5, + U,, where , =
r= ler and U, = C*(L)e, where C*(L) = (1 L)-'[C(L)
C(1)]. Then
3T(8) = T-1

t=1

Yt-1et
s

-

C(1)T-1

SE elE.

t=l

s

+ T-1

E U.t-e,.
t=l

Now T- II=lS_ et = ?{T-1l2 - T- S= le2}. Because
-2 is a martingale difference sequence
62 v,=
(MDS) with suptElv,2+y < K < ooby AssumptionA,
T- E= t2 = (s/T)u-2 + T-' s=l vt
o2. Because
_lf,_lt #> ?2{W(6)2- a}.
T-1f2 Z= Cr2W(()2 T-1
Because U,_ lt is an MDS with suptE Ut_ let4 < oo(this

from the moment assumptionson e, and from the
1-summabilityof C(L) [e.g., Stock 1987]and thus the

absolute summability of C*(L)), T- 1/2 I,Ut_ 1etobeys
an FCLT. Thus T-1It=lU,_et
> 0, so k3T(S) >
bcro2{W(8)2 - 8}. Finally, because Z_ 1e, is an MDS
with sup,E(Z'it_1Et)4 < K2(oICji)4 < o0, 1rT() =
orB(8), where B(i) has covariance
T- 1s= ,Z,1_ le

matrix EZ}Z,' = fip. It follows from Chan and Wei
(1988, theorem 2.2) that B and W are independent.
Next consider VT(6). The uniform convergenceof
each element of VT, with the exception of V11Tand

either obtains by direct calculationor is a conV13T,

sequence of T- 1/2y5= boW(6) and the continuous map2
ping theorem. For example, V33T(S) = T-2z[T8y
b2fr2foW(r)2dr.Note, however, that this formallyholds

only for 5 fixed; to show convergenceof the process
V33T(')= V33('),it furthermust be shown that g(8; f)
= .ff(r)2dr is a continuousmappingfrom D[0, 1] to
D[0, 1]. This argumentis made by Zivot and Andrews
(1992) and is not repeatedhere.
To demonstrate the convergence of Vl,r(i) it is
sufficientto considerits (1, 1) element; the argument

for the other elements is similar. Now (V,T)ll =
T-1E=l(Ay,)2 (recall o0= 0). Define y0 - E(y2,
Xt, (Ayt)2 - yo, and Si = t=lXt. With these definitions, T-1;=,(Ayt)2 = (i/T)yo + T- Si (i = 1, ... ,

T).

Thus

Pr[max,i,T-1Sil

the

desired

result

follows

if

> 8] -- 0 for all 6 > 0. This will be

shown by, first, showing that Xt is a mixingale and,
second, applyingthe mixingaleextensionof Doob's inequality.
From Hall and Heyde (1980, p. 19), X, is a mixingale if there exist sequences of nonnegativeconstants

d, and Lm such that Lm -> 0 as m -> oo and (i)
llE(XtIlFtm)Il2 Lmdt and (ii) IIXt - E(XtlFt+,m)12<
-- (EX2)'2.
Lm+ldt for all t - 1 and m > 0, where IXI12

Condition(ii) is automaticallysatisfiedby {X} because
{FJ}is an increasingsequence of o-fields and X, is an
adapted stochastic process so that E(XtIFt+m)= X,;
= 0.
thus IlXt- E(XtIFt+m)112
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Thus T1V2(V13T())i = Vi1T() + VT(S) (i = 1,

Next turn to condition (i). Now
-m)112}2
{I1E(X,IFt

[TS]-i

= E{(E(XtIF,_m))2}
-

. . ])2}

.yoIEi-m,E?-m-X,

i

C?o'2 +

- 5
_-

v2T(8) =

(jCim
j=m

_ i=o

>

(Ay)2}
- i)/T))ll}

[T6]-r

T-1Ay,1S

i+r

(VnT(([T6]

- i + j)/T))1,.

t=l

r=l

-22
=

Cj2c22}

(

=E

t=l

= ?{(T- 112Y[TI-)2 - (Vl,(([TS]

~m-l

E

- T-1

v4(S6) =
?{(T-l1y[rT]-i)2

= E{(E[(C(L)E)2

= E

. ,),

where

j=l

2

)

C

-

It follows from V11T(8) 4 V11(8) (just shown) and
baW(8) that V1T(8) =
(for fixed i) T-1/2y[T] -i
and
vT(8) 4 X= 1(Vl1(8)),1.
?{b2r2W(6)2 (V11(8))11}
=
.
.
Thus (V13(-)) => 0 (i
1,
., p), so VT(') = V(.).

2

(b) Given the convergence results in (a) and the
moment conditions in Assumption A, it follows that
o2(8)

1 follows directlyfrom the resultsin (a) and from theorem 2 of Sims, Stock, and Watson (1990).
(c) Part (c) follows directlyfrom (a) and (b).

j=m k=m l=m r=m

\

1so

/1

(.E

-

2

C2fr2)

j =m

4 a2. The asymptotic representation in Theorem

/

Proof of Theorem 2
xK4(

tion.Thus IIE(Xt,Ftm)C2 dL, -where d,

=

{K4K

(a) The proof is similarto the proof of Theorem 1.
First consider F. The convergenceof Fr1T and F13T is
by AssumptionB(b). The resultsinvolvingexclusively
deterministic terms (FijT, i, j = 2, 4, 5) obtain by direct

calculation.The remaininglimits, whichinvolveYt,ob-

and Lm =
(1
A)4}1/2
0
with Lmn-> as m ->

A2m.Thuscondition(i) is satisfied
ooand (Ayt)2 is a mixingale.
inequality
Next, applyChebyschev's
and the mixingale extensionof Doob's inequality (Hall and Heyde
-

value of. The con1980, lemma 2.1) to show
thatT1Sbolute
ditionof thislemmais thatLm be O(m- 12(log(m)) -2),

is whichsatisfied
here. Thus

S - Tr-28-2E[maxi_TS]
1Si{> inequality
obtains by lemma 2.1
0, Pr[maxi_]rT
where the second
Thuswhere
T1S(Hllad=
of Hale
el and Heyde (1980).
tion.Thus
d
2KT-2
p x
vector
V1 i=J ,
1The final term is thae
=Thus
condition
(i
(12K2(K4K/(1

, s

of which
)4)T,

0is a constant),
which tends
tends to 0 for e.>
KLK ais
(where
all 8 >
(where
constant), which
0, where the second inequality obtains by lemma 2.1
= 0, so
of Hall and Heyde (1980). Thus T-1TA]
=
T-3/2
i
A)4)Yt
4 &Yo.
(V13T())i
2K
T-1z[2(Ayyt)2
thatRecall that by asconsider theith
ith element,
element,
(V3ma(8))1.
(VL3b(a))M.
=T-T

(Yi,A
so

3/2

+

y, r)y,i

t=r

=

T-3/2 2

(Yt-,,

+ AYT3/_)AY2y,

r=l

(hs--i

=

T-3/2
+a
Hall
Heyd
t=l

r=l

i

sto-f-r

T

'S2',
r=l

t=l

al

ay,_,+,.

>

tain by noting that under Ho (a = 1, /l = A2 = 0),
Ay, - ,o = C(L)coXt_1 + C(L)Et, where C(L) = (1 L,3(L))-1. Thus by Assumption B and the fact that
C(L) is 1-summable, T- 1/2Tx)(Ayt - /0) 4 bTrH(A)+

baW(A) = J(A). The results for the remainingterms
follow from this limit and AssumptionB.
Next consider t. The convergenceof 1lTis assumed
in Assumption B(b). The terms

r2Tand 4Tn

direct calculation.For example, in case A,

obtain by

4(68) =

T-3/2T=1 (t - [T8])l(t > [T8])et = T-3/2T=[T^](t -

[T8])e,. The result 4r') => 4(.) obtains from this
finalexpressionby applyingAssumptionB andthe FCLT.

The convergence

T3T

=

T- T=(Y,

-

lo(t -

1))et > f}J(A)dW(A)followsfromChanandWei (1988),
theorem 2.4).
To obtain the expressions for G(.)and (-.) stated
in the text following Assumption B, let zt = (Ay,
* * AYtp+ )' and consider xt_ (k) = zt-_l(t > k).
= ((TThen 1T
z=lt1t)
,
T-1/2ZT=Z
z -[zt Et)'
o r(oB(1)', (B(1)
(T- 1/2t= zt- et- T1
- B(8))')', where B(-) is a p x 1 Brownian motion

with covariancematrixflp, where the convergencefollows from zt_1 t being an MDS with 2 + y moments.
The independence of B(1) and (H, W) follows from
Chan and Wei (1988, theorem 2.2). The results for
E(8) stated in the text follow from the uniform consistency of partial sums of

Theorem 1.

Ay2

shown in the proof of
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(b) The argumentfor Case B is analogousto that for
Case A.
These calculationsshowconvergenceof the processes

and TT(). Results for YT(O(') - 0) = FTr()- "(' )
and statistics such as infoss,,,,_t-DF() follow from these
FT()

resultsand the continuousmappingtheorem.
APPENDIXB: DATASOURCES

Data for the United States are GNP from Citibase,
for 1947:1to 1989:II.The datafor the othersix countries
come from two sources, the OECD Main Economic
Indicatorsdata base maintainedby Data Resources,
Inc. (DRI) andMooreandMoore(1985).In mostcases,
two series have been spliced together to construct a
longer time series of data. Where this has involved an
adjustmentbecause the real series are indexed to different base years, they have been adjusted using the
earliest availableratio of the two series.
The datafor Canadaare GNP, with 1948:Ito 1960:IV
from Moore and Moore (1985) and 1961:I to 1989:II
from DRI. The data for France are GDP, 1963:I to
1989:II,and are from DRI. The Frenchdata containa
largenegativespike (a strike)in 1968:11;this spike was
eliminatedby replacingthe GDP datumfor 1968:IIwith
the geometricaverageof the datafor 1968:Iand 1968:III.
The datafor Germanyare GNP, with 1950:Ito 1959:IV
from Moore and Moore (1985) and 1960:I to 1989:II
from DRI. The data for Italy from DRI were nominal
values, so we have used GDP from Moore and Moore
(1985) for 1952:1to 1982:IV.The GNP data for Japan
is from Moore and Moore (1985) for 1952:Ito 1964:IV
and from DRI for 1965:I to 1989:IIThe data for the
United Kingdomare GDP at factor cost and are from
DRI for 1960:I to 1989:II. All data were seasonally
adjustedat the source.
[ReceivedJune 1990. RevisedJanuary1992.]
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